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Black Desk Chair Mats are heavy-duty yet sleek in design and a great alternative to typical clear mats 
and wood desk mats. These rigid black desk chair mats help chairs to roll easily and protect the 
flooring beneath. 
 
• Black Desk Chair Mats have sloped (beveled) edges on all sides to help chairs easily roll back onto 
the floor mat if they happen to roll off. 
 
• Thanks to their commercial-grade polymer construction and non skid backing, these black chair 
mats can be placed on both carpet and hard floor surfaces. 
 
• These desk chair mats resist dimpling thus allowing for easy movements. A lifetime warranty is 
included should the mat crack at any time. 
 
• Please call for custom chair mat shapes and sizes. 
 
• NOTE: A "lip" is defined as a protrusion or extension from the edge of the mat. The lip protects the 
floor under the desk where the chair may roll if scooted all the way in. Chair mats with a lip are listed 
using the overall size of the mat including the lip; thus, the rectangular portion of the mat is smaller 
than the corresponding size listed. 
 
Item No: C.CMBCM 



 
 

Standard Sizes (Approximate) 

Size Qty. 1 Qty. 2-10 Qty. 11-25 Qty. 26+ 

36" x 42" - no lip $159.75 $157.75 $154.75 $151.75 

36" x 44" - lip $159.75 $157.75 $154.75 $151.75 

42" x 46" - no lip $189.50 $187.50 $185.50 $183.50 

42" x 46" - lip $189.50 $187.50 $185.50 $183.50 

46" x 46" - no lip $193.50 $191.50 $189.50 $187.50 

46" x 46" - lip $193.50 $191.50 $189.50 $187.50 

46" x 55" - no lip $220.75 $218.75 $216.75 $214.75 

46" x 55" - lip $220.75 $218.75 $216.75 $214.75 

46" Round $199.75 $197.75 $195.75 $193.75 

46" x 55" Workstation $224.50 $222.50 $220.50 $218.50 

39" x 46" Contour $178.25 $176.25 $174.25 $172.25 

46" x 46" Contour $199.75 $197.75 $195.75 $193.75 

Call for Custom Sizes     

Standard Colors 

    
Midnight Black 


